Dear Dad,
We've started!

5:00 A.M. - wake up
5:15 A.M. - fall into formation and first half (rotated) goes to mass.
5:50 A.M. - second mass
6:50 A.M. - fall out for first class
7:00 A.M. - first class (physics)
7:50 - change
8:00 - history, sick call
8:50 - change
9:00 - drill
9:50 - change
10:00 - P.T.
10:50 - overtime half an hour
11:00 - lunch
11:50 - change
12:00 - physics
12:50 - change
13:00 - physics, sick call
13:50 - change
14:00 - military lecture
14:50 - change
15:00 - math
15:50 - change
16:00 - geography
16:50 - change
17:00 - mail call

Plus guard duty, clean up you and yours for inspection, hotel detail and acting as C. Q.

The classes aren't too hard even though we are without books and in with the others who have been at it for three weeks already. Physics will take time though for it is almost entirely new.
If you noticed your saw section C-1 added. That is the middle section and the one which is scheduled at present for roughly ten more weeks before shipment to Texas.

I got Bernice’s letter to Morningside and your airmail of the 10th yesterday for the first mail in two weeks. It was really welcome.

Did those things I asked for get sent off yet? Can mother get anymore writing paper like this? It’s ten of ten now, at which time lights go out, so I’ll have to close.

See